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FOREWORD

In *Public Budgeting Systems*, Lee, Johnson, and Joyce (2013) describe budgeting as

the manifestation of an organization’s strategies, whether those strategies are the result of thoughtful strategic planning processes, the inertia of long years of doing approximately the same thing, or the competing political forces within the organization bargaining for shares of resources. (p. 2)

Imagine that the organization in this case operates worldwide at around 5,000 locations or sites comprising 30 million acres of land; has nearly 2 million employees; spends more in any one year than the states of California and New York combined; and is managed by a central headquarters with three (or four) operating entities located in a building of five floors and 17 miles of corridors. A good portion of its funds are committed to long-term multiyear projects but it must operate on annual budgets and has no independent revenue raising authority.

Budgets in such an organization must be strategic of course, but they are also policy documents, funding requests, operating instructions, and assessment tools. Most importantly they are decision drivers; making choices within a public budgeting system consistent with that which Lee et al. (2013, p. 1) describe as, “guided by theory, by hunch, by partisan politics, by narrow self-interest, by altruism and by many other sources of value judgment, including avarice and perceptions of the public interest.”

Decisions, in turn, require some sort of process. As Irene Rubin (2013) argues in *The Politics of Public Budgeting*, “The process determines who will have a say at what point in the decision making…. A successful budget process assures that decisions are made in the proper order and in a timely way” (p. 5).
When the organization in question is the Department of Defense (DoD), it is perhaps easy to conceive of the complexity of the processes involved, the number of decision makers, the diffusion of decision rights inside and outside the organization, and the overall context in which budgets are formulated, defended, enacted, executed, and evaluated. But it is much more difficult to describe accurately. Add to that the need to address the organization’s financial management challenges: accounting, appropriations management, financial reporting, and auditing and you have a challenging world of budget and finance to capture in a single book.

Courses in public budgeting and their associated textbooks can be found in nearly every public administration or public policy curriculum as can courses in fiscal policy and the economics of public expenditures. Courses about Congress concerning constituency politics and legislative processes, including authorization and appropriations, can be found in many political science offerings. A flood of training courses about defense-budget processes and the minutest details of budget execution are offered within the DoD by contractors, think tanks, and online, as well as courses in financial management and financial reporting. Each can be valuable depending on individual need at the time, but collectively, they represent the disaggregation of defense budgeting and financial management when what is needed is aggregation. Defense financial literacy requires that the DoD be considered as an integrated and interrelated financial system.

This disaggregation means that educators, trainers, and practitioners alike must turn to multiple sources for information about the various aspects of defense budgeting and finance ranging from textbooks to specific DoD directives. Applications of theory and context are often lost as focus tends toward mechanistic process descriptions lacking in nuance or higher levels of understanding.

This book aims to fill the gap between general survey public budgeting texts and process-heavy training materials. It does this by placing processes in theoretical and conceptual context—explaining not just “how” but also “why” and “by whom.” The result is a robust text that is made comprehensive by addressing theory and practice in one volume.

Moreover, this book makes room for the fluidity of defense-budget processes and defense-budget issues. For instance, while the framework of the planning-programming-budgeting-execution system (PPBE) has endured for 6 decades, secretaries and deputy secretaries often tinker with structures within PPBE for budget review and decision making. Similarly the relative balance of emphasis between, say, programming and budgeting tends to fluctuate. One can get caught up in essentially ephemeral details. This book aims to address the timeless aspects of key defense
budget processes without sacrificing today’s reality. It may chose not to bog down in the process preferences of current DoD leaders but it does address today’s most pressing issues in both current detail and in a broader context. So we find discussions of fiscal stress as illustrated by sequestration and the spending caps under the Budget Control Act; base budget distortions resulting from multiple continuing resolutions and the widening application of Overseas Contingency Operations accounts; and the financial management challenges associated with achieving auditability of financial statements.

A succession of defense leaders, including NPS curriculum sponsors, have stressed the need to enhance and improve the financial literacy of both civilians and military members throughout the department. This has been an elusive goal, with definitions of such literacy varying among its beholders. Certainly, however, defense financial literacy requires that DoD be considered as an integrated and inter-related financial system consisting of theory, context and process, as well as the more familiar numbers and legal and operational frameworks of budget execution. This book makes a important contribution toward greater financial literacy as both a textbook and reference guide. For budget practitioners and defense managers this book is practical and relevant. It should be on their bookshelves as a handy reference and refresher.

For those of us who teach defense budgeting and financial management this book answers our need for a single textbook because of its content and in its supporting pedagogical structure. The organization is well-suited for classroom use: it establishes learning objectives, provides the material for student to achieve them, and includes study questions and exercises for use as homework or classroom discussions. The chapters can be taken up in whatever order an instructor cares to organize a course. For those of us who teach public policy and public budgeting this book is useful as a primary or supplementary text. For example its presentation and application of policy theory in a budgetary context could be found more useful to a public budgeting course than a disassociated general policy paper.

Finally a word about the author and the style and tone of the book. Phil Candreva is arguably the preeminent defense budget scholar of our time. He has extensive practitioner experience having served a full military career as a Navy Supply Corps officer in assignments afloat and ashore. He also worked in the office of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (financial management and comptroller) as special assistant observing and participating in defense budgeting at the highest levels. He is an accomplished researcher on defense budget issues and has published widely in academic and practitioner journals. He has taught multiple different courses on defense budgeting and financial management over 100
times to nearly 2,500 students in graduate and executive education programs making the Naval Postgraduate School the center of budget education and scholarship within the DoD.

Because of the author’s extensive professional and scholarly background, you will find the book to be high in content quality while conversational in tone. The result is an authoritative work presented in a way that can be comfortably read and understood.

—The Honorable Douglas A. Brook
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WHY THIS SUBJECT IS IMPORTANT

The FY2017 Budget of the United States projects that the nation will spend $3.02 trillion on national defense between FY2017 and FY2021. That is 600 billion dollars a year on average; or $67 million an hour, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Defense spending is 15% of the federal budget in 2017, and 3.2% of the nation’s gross domestic product. Only Social Security is a larger part of the budget.

Defense spending accounts for as much of the federal government’s budgetary outlays as the Departments of Veterans Affairs, Agriculture, Transportation, Education, Labor, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, Justice, Energy, State, Interior, Commerce, and NASA combined. Defense spending alone is 46 times as much as the cost to run the entire legislative and judicial branches of the federal government, combined.

And the department is enormously complex. It not only runs several air forces, it designs and builds the planes, trains the pilots, and operates the airports—some of which move across the sea atop nuclear reactors. In addition to the operational units, the military runs educational institutions, housing complexes, hospitals, factories, public works departments, and accounting and auditing organizations.

The military performs one of the most essential missions of any government: protecting the state against threats to its existence, and asserting the state’s will on those who would harm its interests. Those threats are constantly evolving, and include other nations and nonstate actors who invest tremendous sums in developing their own capabilities. All of...
which requires the U.S. military to continuously innovate and adapt to stay ahead.

And being slightly ahead is not the goal. The U.S. military never wants to fight a fair fight; it wants to win decisively, quickly, and with overwhelming force. That strength serves as a deterrent to would-be adversaries.

Because the military spends 1 dollar of every 6 in the nation’s budget and performs an essential task in a dynamic environment, the decision-making processes of the military and its civilian leaders is of grave importance. Bad decisions waste resources and weaken the military. Good decisions that are poorly justified go unfunded and weaken the military. Poorly performing acquisition programs and operations lower the nation’s willingness to pay for those systems and the associated training, weakening the military.

This book is intended for several audiences. First are midcareer military officers whose careers are transitioning from being primarily operational to primarily managerial. Officers who will drive ships, tanks, and aircraft less often in the future and who will instead drive a desk in an acquisition program office, a hospital administration wing, a headquarters staff, a depot, an installation, or a budget office. The book is also applicable to their civilian counterparts. Civilians are doing the day-to-day business of managing programs, and managing the resources of the Department of Defense (DoD). Every midgrade (and above) officer and civilian needs to possess a basic level of financial literacy in order to be effective. Not all get a chance to serve in a financial management position and find themselves in leadership positions lacking some basic skills. This book is useful for them, too.

Financial literacy is the knowledge of how funds are acquired and managed. This book is designed to provide varying degrees of fiscal literacy, depending on how it is used. It addresses topics such as:

- how funds are allocated to programs;
- how to request funds and defend the request when it is scrutinized;
- the participants in the Pentagon and major commands who are most influential in those decisions;
- the roles and influence of actors outside the DoD who affect spending;
- the laws, regulations, and norms governing the use of funding;
- the controls on funding processes that constrain management actions, and the tools of flexibility that allow managers to address contingencies;
• how to balance fiduciary responsibilities with mission accomplishment;
• how to think of broader financial implications of decisions; and
• how to put into context the limited financial experience an officer or manager has.

A DoD workforce with greater financial literacy will, hopefully, better align resources, manage them effectively, sustain accountability, and strengthen the military of the United States.

**STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK**

This book is organized into three parts. Part A lays a foundation for the rest of the book’s content. This part begins with a theoretical and conceptual foundation for what follows. The author takes the position that defense budgeting is a specific instance of public budgeting, and public budgeting is a specific instance of public policy. In order to fully understand how the nation budgets for defense, Part A explores the various ways in which governments budget for anything.

Part A describes the functions of budgets, public budgeting theories, and the systems of budgeting that governments might employ. It also describes the characteristics of effective public budgeting—standards against which defense budgeting can be compared.

Before even providing a theoretical view of budgeting, the chapter presents models of the public policy process in general. Public policy is about the actions of government and budgeting is one of those actions. Several models of the policy process are presented, but the chapter focuses on the stages model, primarily because it neatly parallels the defense department’s Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execution (PPBE) system.

Complementary to Chapter 2’s theoretical and conceptual foundation, Chapter 3 provides an empirical foundation to the study of defense budgeting. It describes the structure and content of the federal budget. It provides data on trends in federal government spending and revenue, it distinguishes mandatory from discretionary spending, discusses deficits and surpluses and the accumulated effects on the national debt. Similarly, it describes the structure and content of the defense budget, providing data on the trends in defense spending for the past 60 years: trends by military department, mission area, appropriation, and other categories. It describes the various appropriation types: operation and maintenance; research, development, test and evaluation; procurement; military personnel; and construction.
Where Part A provides a theoretical and empirical foundation, Part B provides a political and policy context for defense budgeting. In order to understand why, for example, the Navy chose not to budget for any more E/A-18G Growler aircraft in FY2015, but Congress added funds for 15 of them, requires an understanding of the broader federal budget process, and the role of Congress.

Chapter 3 describes that broader federal process. It explains the constitutional and legal framework for budgeting and spending. It traces the four phases of the federal budget process in the executive and legislative branches. It distinguishes among budget authority, obligations, and outlays. It describes the treasury process. Finally, it provides a primer on the types of taxes used at the federal level and describes how tax policy is another tool of public policy.

Chapter 4 looks at the legislature’s role in defense budgeting. It begins with a detailed look at the constitutional allocation of power over defense policy and funding. It describes the organization of Congress and the varied perspectives on defense. It delineates Congress’ two main functions, legislation and oversight. With respect to legislation, it distinguishes the authorization and appropriations processes. The chapter concludes by outlining Congress’s capacity to exercise oversight of defense and its propensity to use tools of oversight and control to manage defense through the budget process.

Given the foundation laid in the first five chapters, Chapter 5 explores whether defense budgeting is different from other functions of government. And where it is different, whether the difference is a matter of type or degree. The chapter is organized into policy differences such as the significance of international influences, and process differences such as the DoD’s unique budget relationship with the Office of Management and Budget.

Part C is the largest section of the book, containing half the chapters. Its emphasis is formulating and managing the defense budget. Chapter 6 describes the budget process participants and organizations. Understanding the process is often easier if the student understands who is performing portions of that process and where they sit in the organization.

Chapter 7 describes the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) system that the DoD has used for over 50 years to link defense strategy and war plans, to the need for financial resources, the allocation of those resources, and management of them. This is the system that creates the annual defense budget that enters the broader federal processes described in Chapters 3 and 4. The typical student of this book will one day perform some part of that PPBE process: strategic planning, capabilities assessment, requirements determination, analyses of
alternatives, acquisition planning, resource allocation, budget justification, or program execution.

Chapter 7 focuses primarily on the planning and programming phases which is where the greatest discretion exists and when fundamental questions (roles, missions, strategies) are addressed. The budget formulation and execution phases are constrained by those processes and are less strategic and more managerial. Because a book cannot be all things, it deliberately does not go into great detail into the strategy setting, operational planning, systems analysis, or requirements generation tasks that characterize the first stages of PPBE. It also does not address the Defense Acquisition System. This book is primarily intended for general managers and financial managers. As such, there are individual chapters that dive deeply into the budget formulation and review tasks (Chapter 8) and budget execution (Chapter 9), the latter two phases of PPBE.

Chapter 8 is organized around the two main types of budgets: budgets for expenses such as operating and support costs, and budgets for investments such as procurement of new weapon systems. It describes the process of budget formulation for those two categories and the process of reviewing the budget at the service budget offices, up through Office of Management and Budget and the White House.

Chapter 9 covers budget execution. Once the budget is submitted, authorized and appropriated, the program manager has a duty to achieve the assigned mission while being responsible for complying with fiduciary responsibilities. The chapter is organized around those two ideas and covers topics such as basic fiscal law, the midyear review process, reprogramming actions, and the end of year close-out. It also looks at intragovernmental business (reimbursable transactions) and the working capital funds.

Chapter 10 shifts emphasis from the budget as resources and policymaking to the accounting and financial management functions. Specific attention is paid to the audit requirement. As this book was being written, the DoD was still not “audit ready.” This chapter explains the audit requirement and the actions the DoD has taken to get ready.

The final chapter covers special situations in defense budgeting and financial management. They fall into three categories. First, it describes the macrocycle of the defense budget and how resource management changes between times of growth and times of decline, and the microcycle that occurs each year. Second, it analyzes the history of the use of Overseas Contingency Operations funding and its political and budgetary effect. The third part is entitled, Managing Financially and covers four topics that are designed to help a financial manager or commander manage more effectively by considering financial matters. It looks at the distinction between cost and spending, the importance of internal controls,
techniques for dealing with fiscal stress, and questions a commander should ask the comptroller to better understand the command’s financial resources and processes. This chapter synthesizes and applies material from throughout the book.

Throughout the book, key terms are identified in bold type. The book closes with a helpful glossary of terms and list of acronyms.

**HOW TO USE THIS BOOK**

This book was written specifically to support the public policy and budgeting classes at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. Naval Postgraduate School provides graduate-level education to naval officers and the officers of other services and allied nations in a wide variety of disciplines. The principal financial management program is found in the Graduate School of Business and Public Policy, but students in many other programs (e.g., systems analysis, information systems technology, cost estimating, program management, and contract management) also take budgeting classes. This book could be used in all of them, but it is not expected that any given course would use the entire book.

By virtue of my professional experience, the book tends to use more Navy examples than Army or Air Force, but it is applicable throughout the department. Where significant differences exist between the services, it is noted. The book also focuses on the processes associated with budgeting and financial management. Related processes that govern the validation of requirements for new military capabilities or the acquisition of weapons systems are not discussed in detail.

I have taught every one of the school’s budgeting classes in each of the degree programs, and professional development courses. I have also taught using every mode of delivery at the university: short courses, face-to-face resident, synchronous video tele-education, synchronous web-based, and asynchronous online. At the time of writing the book, I had taught just over 100 courses to over 2,500 students. I am also involved in executive education, raising the financial literacy of senior military officers and civilians. Most of the chapters, questions, and exercises were “beta tested” with some or all of the students before being published here. Based on this experience, I recommend the book be used as follows.

A survey course in defense budgeting would want to concentrate on Chapters 2, 3, 6, 7, and 9. Depending on the audience, the instructor might augment with cases or contemporary examples that would resonate with the particular class. For example, someone teaching the budget class in the MS (program management) curriculum would want to illustrate
class principles using acquisition examples and may wish to use some materials from the Defense Acquisition University.

The two-course budget sequence (policy and practice) in the school’s defense-focused MBA, systems analysis, cost estimating, and Executive MBA programs would want to use the entire text across both classes. The policy course would focus on Chapters 1–5, 7, portions of 9, and 10. The class might end with seminar-type sessions on the topics in Chapter 11. The practice class will dive more deeply into the applied portions of the book: Chapters 6, 8, all of 9, and portions of 11. That implies that students would purchase the book to be used in more than one course. Instructors should coordinate their syllabi accordingly.

Each chapter lists learning objectives that may be employed entirely or in part in a given course, depending on the course’s and the program’s intended learning outcomes.

The chapters also contain study questions and exercises. The more conceptual courses would employ the study questions that require application of theory or models, explanation of current events by applying the concepts and theories, predictions of behavior, or discussions arguing for or against a position. The more practical courses would employ the case studies on fiscal law, budget review exercises, working capital fund rate setting computational questions, and the like. The fiscal law exercises are all based on actual Comptroller General decisions, with noncritical facts changed to masquerade them from students with strong Google skills. The author is happy to share with other faculty the sources for those exercises. He is also glad to discuss the rationale behind study questions.

I firmly believe this book has retention value, based on what former students have retained. As such, it may also have a broader appeal in the defense budget and financial management community. I believe it can help raise a uniformed or civilian manager’s financial literacy. There are tens of thousands of general managers and financial management career employees who potentially may benefit from this text. I hope many of them do.
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